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Answers for number tasks.



Sundial Questions

A sundial can only be used on a sunny day. Explain 
why this might cause problems? 
If it is not a sunny day you would not be able to tell 
the time.
You need to be able to tell the time at night time too!

The ‘12’ on your clock had to point north. If you 
lived in South America, South Africa or Malaysia, 
you would have to point your ‘12’ south. Why do you 
think this is?
They are on the other side of the equator so the sun 
comes from a different direction. The numbers are 
also anti-clockwise!









Adjectives

1. racing car – e.g. shiny, fast, loud
2. tomato  - e.g. red, juicy, plump
3. teddy bear – e.g. cuddly, soft, brown
4. necklace – e.g. glittery, gold, expensive
5. horse – e.g. sleek, strong, black

1. little baby.

2. tall giraffe.

3. imposing house.

4. enormous elephant.

5. heavy brick
These answers are just examples.

Mr. Sticky
No one knew how Mr. Sticky got in the fish tank.  
"He's very small," Mum said as she peered at the tiny
water snail. "Just a black dot."
"He'll grow," said Abby and pulled her pyjama bottoms 
up again before she got into bed. They were always 
falling down.

In the morning Abby jumped out of bed and switched 
on the light in her fish tank.  Gerry, the fat orange 
goldfish, was dozing inside the stone archway. Jaws 
was already awake, swimming along the front of the 
tank with his white tail floating and twitching.



wettest jolliest flatter healthier more trustworthy

thinnest busiest sadder happier more intelligent

fullest noisiest hotter luckier more beautiful

reddest untidiest messier

easier

lazier

When we add -ER or -EST to some words we double the last letter.

When we add -ER or –EST to words ending in y we change the y to an i.

Some words do not fit this pattern, we would add ‘more or most’ before the word.

1) The planet was the hottest one in space. (hot)

2) It was the wettest night there had ever been on Mars. (wet)

3) He saw the thinnest alien coming from the spaceship. (thin)

4) From the rocket he saw the reddest planet. (red)

5) The astronaut stepped onto the flattest part of the moon. (flat)

6) As he waved goodbye the alien felt the saddest he had ever been. (sad)



1. He was the happiest astronaut in space. (happy)

2. It was the noisiest rocket in the space station. (noisy)

3. Zogg was lazier than his friend Zurgg. (lazy)

4. The planet Mess-Mess was the untidiest in the solar system. (untidy)

5. Pling was the funniest alien on his planet. (funny)

6. Tom was the hungriest astronaut in the rocket. (hungry)


